FORENSICS
Do not open this booklet until instructed to do so.
Googles must be worn at all times during this event.
You are allowed to separate the packet and work in any order.
The packet must be return to the event supervisor stapled and in the correct order.
All answers must be placed on the separate answer booklet in order to be considered for
grading.
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GOOD LUCK!

SCENARIO
A local Long Island television network sponsored a Holiday Bake-Off, where six different contestants were
paired up to create the best three course holiday menu. All six contestants are owners of various competing
restaurants in the local area. They had prepared their appetizer and main courses, and the six contestants had just
begun their preparations for the dessert. The first group, Anna Conda and Wanda Rinn, decided to make a
pineapple tart from the list of ingredients provided to them. The second group, Ophelia Payne and Ken Dahl,
settled on making a strawberry shortcake. The third group, Carrie Dababi and Eaton Wright, were leaning toward
making an apple strudel, when all of a sudden, the lights were out. A shriek was heard across the set of the
competition, and when the lights came back up, Ophelia Payne had been stabbed! Luckily, the on-set medical
team was able to stop the bleeding before Ophelia went to the hospital (where she is recovering soundly).
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All of the individuals’ belongings were searched after Ophelia was stabilized by local authorities to try to
find the suspect. A broken glass fragment was found in Ophelia’s hair, along with two distinct blood spots and a
white powder residue on her apron. Ophelia appeared to put up a fight in her struggle, as skin cells were found
under her fingernails on two fingers on her left hand. Some hair was found on her right shoulder, and a couple
strands of what appeared to be a fabric was found next to where Ophelia had sat after the attack. The apparent
knife, one of Ken Dahl’s personal knives that he used in the main course round, was found bloodied in the trash
with two distinct fingerprints found after dusting. Everyone was fingerprinted; the fingerprints of each contestant
are shown in Appendix B. Ophelia was complaining of feeling woozy during the main course round of the
competition, so the left over contents of her strawberry milkshake she drank after the appetizer round was
analyzed for drugs. In Ophelia’s purse, a note inscribed “You can’t cook. Just close your restaurant already” was
found. Each group was given pens to jot down things during the competition; two of the pens and the ink sample
from the note were analyzed, and the results are shown in Appendix A.
The list of evidence found on each person or in their belongings is shown on the following page. During
the shriek, several broken glasses were found around the set, and Ophelia also complained about getting hit in
the head when she was attacked. All six contestants were fighting for the chance to move onto a head-to-head
competition with their group member next week, where the grand prize was money to open a second restaurant
on busy Main Street in Islip, New York.

CONSOLIDATED EVIDENCE LIST
Powder A: On Ophelia’s apron
Powder B: In Wanda Rinn’s shopping bag
Powder C: On Anna Conda’s apron
Powder D: On Ken Dahl’s apron
Powder E: In Eaton Wright’s backpack
Powder F: In Eaton Wright’s backpack
Powder G: In Carrie’s purse
Powder H: In Anna Conda’s purse
Hair A: On Ophelia’s shirt
Hair B: On Anna’s shirt
Hair C: On Wanda’s dress
Hair D: On Ken’s apron
Hair E: On Eaton’s backpack
Hair F: On Carrie’s apron
Hair G: From Ophelia’s head
Fiber A: Found next to Ophelia
Fiber B: From Anna’s shirt
Fiber C: From Wanda’s dress
Fiber D: From Ken’s blazer
Fiber E: From Eaton’s shirt
Fiber F: From Carrie’s apron
Fiber G: From Ophelia’s jacket
Ink A: Anna and Wanda’s group pen
Ink B: Ophelia and Ken’s group pen
Ink C: Carrie and Eaton’s group pen
Ink D: Ink from note in Ophelia’s purse

Fingerprint A: First fingerprint on knife handle
Fingerprint B: Second fingerprint on knife handle
Glass A: From fragment in Ophelia’s hair
Glass B: From broken lead glass necklace from Anna
Glass C: From broken TV monitor near Wanda
Glass D: From broken eyeglasses from Eaton
Glass E: From broken bottle of oil from Ken
Glass F: From broken Pyrex container from Carrie
DNA A: From skin cells under Ophelia’s fingernails
DNA B: From Anna
DNA C: From Wanda
DNA D: From Ken
DNA E: From Eaton
DNA F: From Carrie
DNA G: From Ophelia
Blood A: First Blood Stain on Apron
Blood B: Second Blood Stain on Apron
Blood C: From Anna
Blood D: From Wanda
Blood E: From Ken
Blood F: From Eaton
Blood G: From Carrie
Blood H: From Ophelia

PART 1 – QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS (20% OF EVENT)
1.

Identify Powders A through H. (1 point each, 8 total points)

2.

List the ingredients found in Benedict’s solution. Exclude the presence of water in this aqueous solution. (3
points)

3.

Explain how the ingredients in Benedict’s solution are able to detect the presence of certain carbohydrates
in a solution. Be specific for the purpose of each ingredient in the solution. (3 points)

4.

Calcium carbonate can be prepared through the reaction between sodium carbonate and calcium
chloride. Calcium carbonate will also decompose when heated in a strong flame. Calcium carbonate is also
the major constituent of some of Earth’s rocks and minerals.
a. Write the balanced equation for the preparation of calcium carbonate described above. (2 points)
b. Write the balanced equation for the decomposition of calcium carbonate upon heating. (2 points)
c. Identify one mineral of which calcium carbonate is the major component. (1 point)
d. Identify one rock of which calcium carbonate is the major component. (1 point)

PART 2 – POLYMERS (20% OF EVENT)
1.

Identify the animal responsible for Hair Samples A through G from Appendix C. (1 point each, 8 total
points)

2.

Identify the type of fibers responsible for Fiber Samples B through G from Appendix D. The fiber found at
the crime scene (Fiber A) has been provided to you to analyze. (1 point each, 8 total points)

3.

Image A to the right is a scanning electron microscope image of a fiber
taken from another crime scene. Identify the fiber as natural, synthetic,
or regenerated. (1 point)

4.

Image B to the right is a scanning electron microscope
image of a hair found at another crime scene. Identify
the scale pattern shown in this sample. (1 point)

5.

Image C to the right is a photomicrograph of the crosssection of a human hair sample. Identify which of the
three standard race classifications would the hair sample
be classified. Provide evidence to support your answer. (2
total points)

PART 3 – CHROMATOGRAPHY & SPECTROSCOPY (15% OF EVENT)
The finished chromatograms for Inks B, C, and D are provided in Appendix A.
1.

Run the chromatogram for Ink F (Pink’s pen). Attach the finished chromatogram to your answer sheet. (4
points)

2.

Which pens (inks A through D) are likely to have come from the same manufacturer? (1 point)

3.

If Ink B was passed over a silica column with water as the mobile phase,
a. which dye would be predicted to be collected first? (1 point)
b. Provide evidence to support your answer. (1 point)

The strawberry milkshake from Ophelia was analyzed using a Gas
Chromatograph-Mass Spectrometer. The sample was prepared following a
standard GCMS extraction protocol. The parameters of the GC are shown
to the right. The stationary phase is a standard non-polar column used in
the analysis of moderate volatiles, alkaloids, and drugs.
4.

Identify the mobile phase in the gas chromatograph portion of the
milkshake analysis. (1 point)

Nothing out of the ordinary was found in the gas chromatograph or mass
spectral analysis in the milkshake. However, three known chemicals in
many artificial strawberry flavorings were identified in the sample: ethyl
butyrate, furfural, and DMHF. The molecular structures and formulas of
each substance is shown below. The gas chromatograph of the mixture
and the mass spectrum of one of these chemicals is shown in Appendix E.
Ethyl Butyrate (C6H12O2)

Furfural (C5H4O2)

DMHF (C6H8O3)

A

B

C
5.

Furaneol contains three different oxygen atoms, all forming
different organic functional groups. Identify the three different
functional groups, as indicated by the italicized letter on the molecular structure above. (3 points)

6.

Explain why DMHF had the longest retention time. (1 point)

7.

Identify which of the three chemicals above is shown in the mass spectrum. Provide two pieces of
evidence to support your answer. (3 total points)

PART 4A – FINGERPRINTS (6% OF EVENT)
The two prints found on the knife at the crime scene are shown below.

A

B

1.

Provide the NCIC classification for Fingerprint A. (1 point)

2.

Identify the person (victim or suspect) to which Fingerprint A belongs (see Appendix B). (1 point)

3.

Identify the person (victim or suspect) to which Fingerprint B belongs (see Appendix B). (1 point)

4.

Identify the four minutiae shown in the diagram labeled below. (½ point each)

5.

Silver nitrate is a common reagent used to develop fingerprints. What does the silver nitrate react with in
order for the fingerprint to be visualized? (1 point)

PART 4B – BLOOD (5% OF EVENT)
1.

Identify the blood types of the eight blood samples (Blood A through H), as shown in the blood tests
shown in Appendix F. (½ point each)

2.

The image below represents a blood spatter pattern observed near the stabbing attack. The detective
states that the blood must have been dropped from a 45-degree angle in order to have the observed
pattern. Support or refute the detectives accound for the blood spatter pattern. (1 point)

PART 4C – GLASS (2% OF EVENT)
The glass fragment from Ophelia’s hair (Glass A) was analyzed by
immersing the fragment into different liquids. The results of the
immersions are shown to the right. The solutions, with their
refractive indices (RI) are (1) cinnamon oil (RI = 1.62), (2) Visikol
(RI = 1.44), (3) clove oil (RI = 1.54), (4) glycerin (RI = 1.47), and
(5) isopropyl alcohol (RI = 1.37).
1.

Which of the broken glass samples (Glass B through F) is
the likely source for the glass found in Ophelia’s hair? (1
point)

2.

The microscope image to the right is from another crime
scene where a glass sample was analyzed in a liquid medium of clove oil.
The arrow points to the halo that is observed on the inside of the glass.
What can be concluded from this observation about the glass sample? (1
point)

PART 4D – DNA (2% OF EVENT)
The following DNA gel was obtained from the different samples obtained from under Ophelia’s nails and the six
cooking show contestants. The first column (L) is the DNA ladder to approximate the sizes of the DNA fragments
that were run through electrophoresis. The other wells were labeled with the lettered code from the condensed
evidence list. The DNA was placed in wells at the top of the diagram below.

1.

Identify any matches in the DNA samples shown in the DNA gel above. Be sure to use the names from the
evidence and not the lettered codes. (1 point)

2.

Explain why the wells of the DNA gel need to be placed at the negative terminal in order for the DNA to
separate, as shown in the image above. (1 point)

PART 5 – ANALYSIS OF CRIME (30% OF EVENT)
1.

Based upon the physical evidence analyzed, who is your prime suspect (4 points) and why (8 points). Your
explanation must refer to specific evidence.

2.

Based upon the physical evidence analyzed, who is your least likely suspect (2 points) and why (4 points).
Your explanation must refer to specific evidence.

3.

Provide a plausible explanation of the origin of Hair G found on Ophelia’s jacket. (4 points)

4.

Provide a plausible explanation of the origin of Powder C on Anna’s apron. (4 points)

5.

Provide a plausible explanation of the origin of Fingerprint A and Fingerprint B on the knife. (4 points)

APPENDIX A – RESULTS FROM INK CHROMATOGRAPHY

Ink B

Ink C

Ink D

APPENDIX B – FINGERPRINT CARDS
Ophelia’s Ten-Print Card

Anna’s Ten-Print Card

Wanda’s Ten-Print Card

Ken’s Ten-Print Card

Eaton’s Ten-Print Card

Carrie’s Ten-Print Card

APPENDIX F – BLOOD TESTING
Blood Sample A

Blood Sample B

Blood Sample C

Blood Sample D

Blood Sample E

Blood Sample F

Blood Sample G

Blood Sample H

APPENDIX E – GAS CHROMATOGRAPH & MASS SPECTRUM

APPENDIX D – GAS CHROMATOGRAPH & MASS SPECTRUM
Fiber

Microscope Image

Burn Test

B

Smells like burning paper; burns with
gray smoke

C

Slow burner; curls away from flame;
smells like charred meat

D

Slow burner; curls away from flame;
dark smoke; smells like burning
feathers

E

Flares up when lit; continued to glow
after burning; ash is fine and soft

F

Smells like burning leaves; does not
self-extinguish; burns and chars

G

Black smoke with sweet smell; leaves
hard black round beads

APPENDIX C – HAIR
Hair
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